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Infection Control in Clinical Practice
Completely updated for Django 3.1 Django for Professionals takes your web
development skills to the next level, teaching you how to build production-ready
websites with Python and Django. Once you have learned the basics of Django
there is a massive gap between building simple "toy apps" and what it takes to
build a "production-ready" web application suitable for deployment to thousands or
even millions of users. In the book you’ll learn how to: * Build a Bookstore website
from scratch * Use Docker and PostgreSQL locally to mimic production settings *
Implement advanced user registration with email * Write comprehensive tests *
Adopt advanced security and performance improvements * Add search and
file/image uploads If you want to take advantage of all that Django has to offer,
Django for Professionals is a comprehensive best practices guide to building and
deploying modern websites.

Programming Microsoft SQL Server 2005
Build customized solutions for your business using the latest features of Odoo 12
and Python Key Features Get up to speed with Odoo 12 to create custom and
reusable modules Interconnect your application with other systems by
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implementing web APIs Understand the mechanisms powering the Odoo
framework and Odoo.sh to build robust enterprises Book Description Odoo is a
powerful framework known for rapid application development. Its latest release,
Odoo 12, introduces tons of new features. With this book, you’ll learn how to
develop powerful Odoo applications from scratch, using all the latest features. This
Odoo cookbook starts by covering Odoo installation and deployment on the server.
Next, you’ll explore the Odoo framework with real-world examples. You’ll create a
new Odoo module from the ground up and progress to advanced framework
concepts. You’ll also learn how to modify existing applications, including Point of
Sale (POS). This book is not just limited to backend development; the advanced
JavaScript recipes for creating new views and widgets will help you build beautiful
UI elements. As you move forward, you’ll gain insights into website development
and become a quality Odoo developer by studying performance optimization,
debugging, and automated tests. Finally, you’ll learn the latest concepts like multiwebsite, In-App Purchasing (IAP), Odoo.sh, and IoT Box. By the end of the book,
you’ll have all the knowledge you need to build powerful Odoo applications. The
development best practices used in this book will undoubtedly come handy when
you are working with the Odoo framework. What you will learn Develop a module
in the Odoo framework and modify the existing flow of any application Build
dynamic websites with Odoo CMS Create and modify backend JavaScript
components in Odoo and POS Connect and access any object in Odoo via Remote
Procedure Calls (RPC) Illustrate the different tools available in Odoo to implement
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business processes for your records Implement in-app purchase services Manage,
deploy, and test an Odoo instance with the PaaS Odoo.sh Configure IoT Box to add
and upgrade Point of Sale (POS) hardware Who this book is for If you're a Python
developer who wants to develop highly efficient business applications with the
latest Odoo framework, or if you just want a solution guide for all your Odoo
development issues, this book is for you. Some JavaScript programming and web
development experience is necessary to get the most out of this book.

PostgreSQL Developer's Guide
If you are a database developer who wants to learn how to design and implement
databases for application development using PostgreSQL, this is the book for you.
Existing knowledge of basic database concepts and some programming experience
is required

PostgreSQL 9 Administration Cookbook - Second Edition
Over 150 recipes to help you administer your PostgreSQL database more efficiently
About This Book Get to grips with the capabilities of PostgreSQL 9.6 to administer
your database more efficiently Monitor, tune, secure and protect your database A
step-by-step, recipe-based guide to help you tackle any problem in PostgreSQL
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administration with ease Who This Book Is For This book is for system
administrators, database administrators, data architects, developers, and anyone
with an interest in planning for, or running, live production databases. This book is
most suited to those who have some technical experience. What You Will Learn
Implement PostgreSQL features for performance and reliability Harness the power
of the latest PostgreSQL 9.6 features Manage open source PostgreSQL versions 9.5
and 9.6 on various platforms Discover advanced technical tips for experienced
users Explore best practices for planning and designing live databases Select and
implement robust backup and recovery techniques Explore concise and clear
guidance on replication and high availability See the latest details on Logical
Replication and Bi-Directional Replication In Detail PostgreSQL is a powerful
opensource database management system; now recognized as the expert's choice
for a wide range of applications, it has an enviable reputation for performance and
stability. PostgreSQL provides an integrated feature set comprising relational
database features, object-relational, text search, Geographical Info Systems,
analytical tools for big data and JSON/XML document management. Starting with
short and simple recipes, you will soon dive into core features, such as
configuration, server control, tables, and data. You will tackle a variety of problems
a database administrator usually encounters, from creating tables to managing
views, from improving performance to securing your database, and from using
monitoring tools to using storage engines. Recipes based on important topics such
as high availability, concurrency, replication, backup and recovery, as well as
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diagnostics and troubleshooting are also given special importance. By the end of
this book, you will have all the knowledge you need to run, manage, and maintain
PostgreSQL efficiently. Style and approach This book takes a step-by-step, recipebased approach, where each recipe focuses on a particular challenge faced by a
PostgreSQL administrator while administering his/her database. Explained in a very
easy to follow manner, every task is supported with best practices, tips and tricks.

Practical PostgreSQL
This book is for moderate to advanced PostgreSQL database professionals who
wish to extend PostgreSQL, utilizing the most updated features of PostgreSQL 9.4.
For a better understanding of this book, familiarity with writing SQL, a basic idea of
query tuning, and some coding experience in your preferred language is expected.

PostgreSQL Administration Cookbook, 9.5/9.6 Edition
PostgreSQL. Programmazione avanzata
What is SQL injection? -- Testing for SQL injection -- Reviewing code for SQL
injection -- Exploiting SQL injection -- Blind SQL injection exploitation -- Exploiting
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the operating system -- Advanced topics -- Code-level defenses -- Platform level
defenses -- Confirming and recovering from SQL injection attacks -- References.

Django 3 By Example
Develop complete web applications from scratch through practical examples and
tips for beginners and more advanced users About This Book Improve your
programming experience and become a full stack developer Master real-life web
applications, and create and manage four different projects Step-by-step guidance
to develop real-world web applications smoothly Who This Book Is For This book is
for anyone who wants to discover and explore Yii Framework. Basic programming
experience with PHP and object oriented programming is assumed. What You Will
Learn Understand basic concepts, along with the installation and customization of
Yii Discover models, controllers, and views—concepts applied in a web
context—and how they are employed in Yii Use ActiveRecord to manipulate a
database Add access control to your web application through authentication and
authorization Install and customize an advanced template for multiple applications
in the same project Create a RESTful Web Service to allow remote access to data
Develop a console application to launch a command in the console as an
automated task (cron job) Make code reusable through widgets and components
and localize text messages to make a multilanguage web app In Detail Yii is a highperformance PHP framework best for developing Web 2.0 applications. It provides
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fast, secure, and professional features to create robust projects, however, this
rapid development requires the ability to organize common tasks together to build
a complete application. It's all too easy to get confused; this is where this book
comes in. This book contains a series of practical project examples for developers
starting from scratch. Each section contains the most relevant theories for every
topic as you walk through developing each project, focusing on key aspects that
commonly confuse users. The book starts with all the framework's basic concepts,
such as controllers and views, to introduce you to Yii and creating your first
application, a simple news reader. You will be learn to configure URL rules to make
a pretty URL, essential for search engine optimization. Next, you will walk through
Model and ActiveRecord, key concepts in database interaction. The second
application you will develop is a reservation system that allows you to manage
rooms, customers, and reservations. For this, you will use database connection
through SQL and ActiveRecord. More complex than the first one, this application
will introduce you to the advanced template of Yii 2, splitting the app into two
parts: a frontend for all visitors and a backend for the admin. Finally, you will move
on to the last two applications: one that allows connections from remote clients,
through RESTful components of Yii 2, and another that creates and organizes
automatic tasks using the console application structure of Yii 2. Style and approach
This is a step-by-step guide with each topic introduced in the context of real-world
applications, highlighting common cases where users may encounter difficulties.
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PostgreSQL for DBA Volume 1
Learn all that’s needed to build a fully functional web application from scratch. Key
Features Delve deep into the principle behind RESTful API Learn how to build a
scalable web application with the RESTful API architecture and Flask framework
Know what are the exact tools and methodology to test your applications and how
to use them Book Description Python is a flexible language that can be used for
much more than just script development. By knowing the Python RESTful APIs
work, you can build a powerful backend for web applications and mobile
applications using Python. You'll take your first steps by building a simple API and
learning how the frontend web interface can communicate with the backend. You'll
also learn how to serialize and deserialize objects using the marshmallow library.
Then, you'll learn how to authenticate and authorize users using Flask-JWT. You'll
also learn how to enhance your APIs by adding useful features, such as email,
image upload, searching, and pagination. You'll wrap up the whole book by
deploying your APIs to the cloud. By the end of this book, you'll have the
confidence and skill to leverage the power of RESTful APIs and Python to build
efficient web applications. What you will learn Understand the concept of a RESTful
API Build a RESTful API using Flask and the Flask-Restful extension Manipulate a
database using Flask-SQLAlchemy and Flask-Migrate Send out plaintext and HTML
format emails using the Mailgun API Implement a pagination function using FlaskSQLAlchemy Use caching to improve API performance and efficiently obtain the
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latest information Deploy an application to Heroku and test it using Postman Who
this book is for This book is ideal for aspiring software developers who have a basicto-intermediate knowledge of Python programming and who want to develop web
applications using Python. Knowledge of how web applications work will be
beneficial but is not essential.

Building RESTful Python Web Services
Learn all that's needed to build a fully functional web application from scratch. Key
Features Delve deep into the principle behind RESTful API Learn how to build a
scalable web application with the RESTful API architecture and Flask framework
Know what are the exact tools and methodology to test your applications and how
to use them Book Description Python is a flexible language that can be used for
much more than just script development. By knowing the Python RESTful APIs
work, you can build a powerful backend for web applications and mobile
applications using Python. You'll take your first steps by building a simple API and
learning how the frontend web interface can communicate with the backend. You'll
also learn how to serialize and deserialize objects using the marshmallow library.
Then, you'll learn how to authenticate and authorize users using Flask-JWT. You'll
also learn how to enhance your APIs by adding useful features, such as email,
image upload, searching, and pagination. You'll wrap up the whole book by
deploying your APIs to the cloud. By the end of this book, you'll have the
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confidence and skill to leverage the power of RESTful APIs and Python to build
efficient web applications. What you will learn Understand the concept of a RESTful
API Build a RESTful API using Flask and the Flask-Restful extension Manipulate a
database using Flask-SQLAlchemy and Flask-Migrate Send out plaintext and HTML
format emails using the Mailgun API Implement a pagination function using FlaskSQLAlchemy Use caching to improve API performance and efficiently obtain the
latest information Deploy an application to Heroku and test it using Postman Who
this book is for This book is ideal for aspiring software developers who have a basicto-intermediate knowledge of Python programming and who want to develop web
applications using Python. Knowledge of how web applications work will be
beneficial but is not essential.

The Sect
This pocket guide presents the most crucial information about SQL in a compact
and easily accessible format, covering the four commonly used SQL
variants--Oracle, IBM DB2, Microsoft SQL Server, and MySQL. Topics include: Data
manipulation statements (SELECT, DELETE, INSERT, UPDATE, MERGE) and
transaction control statements (START TRANSACTION, SAVEPOINT, COMMIT,
ROLLBACK). Common SQL functions (date, numeric, math, trigonometric, string,
conversion, aggregate) Such topics as literals, NULLs, CASE expressions, datatype
conversion, regular expressions, grouping and summarizing data, joining tables,
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and writing queries (hierarchical, recursive, union, flashback) and subqueries.
Instead of presenting complex and confusing syntax diagrams, the book teaches
by example, showing the SQL statements and options that readers are most like to
use. All example data is available on the O'Reilly web site. "If you need fast,
accurate SQL information, with examples for multiple database engines, be sure to
check out this book."--Chris Kempster, Senior DBA and author of SQL Server 2000
for the Oracle DBA, www.chriskempster.com

PostgreSQL for DBA
Learn Rails the way the Rails core team recommends it, along with the tens of
thousands of developers who have used this broad, far-reaching tutorial and
reference. If you're new to Rails, you'll get step-by-step guidance. If you're an
experienced developer, get the comprehensive, insider information you need for
the latest version of Ruby on Rails. The new edition of this award-winning classic is
completely updated for Rails 6 and Ruby 2.6, with information on system testing,
Webpack, and advanced JavaScript. Ruby on Rails helps you produce high-quality,
beautiful-looking web applications quickly - you concentrate on creating the
application, and Rails takes care of the details. Rails 6 brings many improvements,
and this edition is updated to cover the new features and changes in best
practices. We start with a step-by-step walkthrough of building a real application,
and in-depth chapters look at the built-in Rails features. Follow along with an
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extended tutorial as you write a web-based store application. Eliminate tedious
configuration and housekeeping, seamlessly incorporate Ajax and JavaScript, send
and receive emails, manage background jobs with ActiveJob, and build real-time
features using WebSockets and ActionCable. Test your applications as you write
them using the built-in unit, integration, and system testing frameworks,
internationalize your applications, and deploy your applications easily and
securely. New in this edition is coverage of Action Mailer, which allows you to
receive emails in your app as well as ActionText, a zero-configuration rich text
editing feature. Rails 1.0 was released in December 2005. This book was there
from the start, and didn't just evolve alongside Rails, it evolved with Rails. It has
been developed in consultation with the Rails core team. In fact, Rails itself is
tested against the code in this book. What You Need: All you need is a Windows,
Mac OS X, or Linux machine to do development on. This book will take you through
the steps to install Rails and its dependencies. If you aren't familiar with the Ruby
programming language, this book contains a chapter that covers the basics
necessary to understand the material in the book.

Python for Software Design
Provides programming instructions and code examples for Microsoft SQL Server
2005.
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Python API Development Fundamentals
This booklet includes the dose of every drug commonly prescribed for systemic use
in both adults and children, except for diagnostic agents. The booklet does not list
the side effects of drugs, indications for their use, or modifications for renal or
hepatic failure. Copies of the booklet may be ordered from orders@drugdoses.com.

RegEx3
This book starts from where PostgreSQL for DBA volume 1 left by adding more
topics to the previous book and covering what were left untold.Organised in parts
the book covers how to manage and install PostgreSQL, the physical and logical
layer along with the performance tuning, the maintenance and the HA/DR. Last but
not least there is a part dedicated to upgrading the clusters for the minor and the
major versions.The book covers PostgreSQL version 12 compiled from source and
running on Slackware GNU Linux 14.2.The install procedure for the packages
covers either DEB and RPM based distributions.The DEB the operating system is
Devuan GNU Linux 2.0 and for the RPM the operating system is CentOS 7.

Next Generation Databases
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"It’s not easy to find such a generous book on big data and databases. Fortunately,
this book is the one." Feng Yu. Computing Reviews. June 28, 2016. This is a book
for enterprise architects, database administrators, and developers who need to
understand the latest developments in database technologies. It is the book to
help you choose the correct database technology at a time when concepts such as
Big Data, NoSQL and NewSQL are making what used to be an easy choice into a
complex decision with significant implications. The relational database (RDBMS)
model completely dominated database technology for over 20 years. Today this
"one size fits all" stability has been disrupted by a relatively recent explosion of
new database technologies. These paradigm-busting technologies are powering
the "Big Data" and "NoSQL" revolutions, as well as forcing fundamental changes in
databases across the board. Deciding to use a relational database was once truly a
no-brainer, and the various commercial relational databases competed on price,
performance, reliability, and ease of use rather than on fundamental architectures.
Today we are faced with choices between radically different database
technologies. Choosing the right database today is a complex undertaking, with
serious economic and technological consequences. Next Generation Databases
demystifies today’s new database technologies. The book describes what each
technology was designed to solve. It shows how each technology can be used to
solve real word application and business problems. Most importantly, this book
highlights the architectural differences between technologies that are the critical
factors to consider when choosing a database platform for new and upcoming
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projects. Introduces the new technologies that have revolutionized the database
landscape Describes how each technology can be used to solve specific application
or business challenges Reviews the most popular new wave databases and how
they use these new database technologies

Patterns for Parallel Software Design
Learn Django 3 with four end-to-end web projects Key Features Learn Django 3 by
building real-world web applications from scratch in Python, using coding best
practices Integrate other technologies into your application with clear, step-by-step
explanations and comprehensive example code Implement advanced
functionalities like a full-text search engine, a user activity stream, or a
recommendation engine Add real-time features with Django Channels and
WebSockets Book Description If you want to learn the entire process of developing
professional web applications with Python and Django, then this book is for you. In
the process of building four professional Django projects, you will learn about
Django 3 features, how to solve common web development problems, how to
implement best practices, and how to successfully deploy your applications. In this
book, you will build a blog application, a social image bookmarking website, an
online shop, and an e-learning platform. Step-by-step guidance will teach you how
to integrate popular technologies, enhance your applications with AJAX, create
RESTful APIs, and set up a production environment for your Django projects. By the
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end of this book, you will have mastered Django 3 by building advanced web
applications. What you will learn Build real-world web applications Learn Django
essentials, including models, views, ORM, templates, URLs, forms, and
authentication Implement advanced features such as custom model fields, custom
template tags, cache, middleware, localization, and more Create complex
functionalities, such as AJAX interactions, social authentication, a full-text search
engine, a payment system, a CMS, a RESTful API, and more Integrate other
technologies, including Redis, Celery, RabbitMQ, PostgreSQL, and Channels, into
your projects Deploy Django projects in production using NGINX, uWSGI, and
Daphne Who this book is for This book is intended for developers with Python
knowledge who wish to learn Django in a pragmatic way. Perhaps you are
completely new to Django, or you already know a little but you want to get the
most out of it. This book will help you to master the most relevant areas of the
framework by building practical projects from scratch. You need to have familiarity
with programming concepts in order to read this book. Some previous knowledge
of HTML and JavaScript is assumed.

Heroku
Learn everything you need to know to build efficient SQL queries using this easy-tofollow beginner’s guide Key Features Explore all SQL statements in depth using a
variety of examples Get to grips with database querying, data aggregate,
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manipulation, and much more Understand how to explore and process data of
varying complexity to tell a story Book Description SQL is a powerful querying
language that's used to store, manipulate, and retrieve data, and it is one of the
most popular languages used by developers to query and analyze data efficiently.
If you're looking for a comprehensive introduction to SQL, Learn SQL Database
Programming will help you to get up to speed with using SQL to streamline your
work in no time. Starting with an overview of relational database management
systems, this book will show you how to set up and use MySQL Workbench and
design a database using practical examples. You'll also discover how to query and
manipulate data with SQL programming using MySQL Workbench. As you advance,
you’ll create a database, query single and multiple tables, and modify data using
SQL querying. This SQL book covers advanced SQL techniques, including
aggregate functions, flow control statements, error handling, and subqueries, and
helps you process your data to present your findings. Finally, you’ll implement best
practices for writing SQL and designing indexes and tables. By the end of this SQL
programming book, you’ll have gained the confidence to use SQL queries to
retrieve and manipulate data. What you will learn Install, configure, and use MySQL
Workbench to restore a database Explore different data types such as string,
numeric, and date and time Query a single table using the basic SQL SELECT
statement and the FROM, WHERE, and ORDER BY clauses Query multiple tables by
understanding various types of table relationships Modify data in tables using the
INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements Use aggregate functions to group and
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summarize data Detect bad data, duplicates, and irrelevant values while
processing data Who this book is for This book is for business analysts, SQL
developers, database administrators, and students learning SQL. If you want to
learn how to query and manipulate SQL data for database administration tasks or
simply extract and organize relevant data for analysis, you’ll find this book useful.
No prior SQL experience is required.

Learn SQL Database Programming
This is the first volume of a book series covering PostgreSQL from the database
administration point of view.The book covers PostgreSQL 11 on Linux analysing the
install procedure either from sourceand with packages on Debian and RPM based
systems.A good part of the book explains the logical organisation and the physical
structure in order to givethe reader a good starting point to understand the
PostgreSQL internals.Logical backup and restore with pg_dump are also analysed
and performance tips for speeding up a disaster recovery are given.The book also
explain how PostgreSQL executes a query, the maintenance and the internal
statistics in order to give the database administrators the know how for keeping
PostgreSQL running efficiently at all time.

Drug Doses
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Contains material on emerging pathogens, antimicrobial agents and resistance,
and infection control guidance. This book provides a comprehensive guide to the
principles and practice of infection control and prevention, and the basic elements
of microbiology and epidemiology that underpin them.

SQL Pocket Guide
Yii2 By Example
For any student or professional interested in learning the fundamentals of Python
In this one-of-a-kind video package, leading Python developer and trainer Wesley
Chun helps you learn Python quickly and comprehensively, so that you can
immediately succeed with any Python project. Just click and watch: One step at a
time, you will master Python fundamentals. If you already have Python experience,
these videos will help further develop your skills. The lessons start with an
introduction to the core features of the Python language, including syntax basics
and standard types and operations. The lessons progress into advanced topics,
such as Python's memory model and object-oriented programming. This
LiveLessons video course closely mirrors the topics covered in its sister publication,
Core Python Programming, Second Edition (Prentice Hall, 2007). As in the book,
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viewers will find review questions and coding exercises at the end of each lesson in
the video booklet to test the material introduced in the video and printed parts of
the lesson.

PostgreSQL Server Programming - Second Edition
Python Fundamentals
Covers administrative tasks that apply to the SAS Intelligence Platform as a whole,
including starting and stopping servers, monitoring servers, setting server logging
options, performing backups, administering the SAS Metadata Server,
administering metadata repositories, and promoting business intelligence
metadata and content. This title is also available online.SAS Products and
Releases: SAS BI Server: 9.3 SAS Data Integration Server: 9.3 SAS Enterprise BI
Server: 9.3 SAS Enterprise Data Integration Server: 9.3 SAS Metadata Server: 9.3
Operating Systems: All

Odoo 12 Development Cookbook
Master the capabilities of PostgreSQL 11 to efficiently manage and maintain your
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database Key Features Master advanced concepts of PostgreSQL 11 with real-world
datasets and examples Explore query parallelism, data replication, and database
performance while working with larger datasets Extend the functionalities of your
PostgreSQL instance to suit your organization’s needs with minimal effort Book
Description This second edition of Mastering PostgreSQL 11 helps you build
dynamic database solutions for enterprise applications using the latest release of
PostgreSQL, which enables database analysts to design both the physical and
technical aspects of the system architecture with ease. This book begins with an
introduction to the newly released features in PostgreSQL 11 to help you build
efficient and fault-tolerant PostgreSQL applications. You’ll examine all of the
advanced aspects of PostgreSQL in detail, including logical replication, database
clusters, performance tuning, monitoring, and user management. You will also
work with the PostgreSQL optimizer, configuring PostgreSQL for high speed, and
see how to move from Oracle to PostgreSQL. As you progress through the
chapters, you will cover transactions, locking, indexes, and optimizing queries to
improve performance. Additionally, you’ll learn to manage network security and
explore backups and replications, while understanding the useful extensions of
PostgreSQL so that you can optimize the speed and performance of large
databases. By the end of this book, you will be able to use your database to its
utmost capacity by implementing advanced administrative tasks with ease. What
you will learn Get to grips with advanced PostgreSQL 11 features and SQL
functions Make use of the indexing features in PostgreSQL and fine-tune the
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performance of your queries Work with stored procedures and manage backup and
recovery Master replication and failover techniques Troubleshoot your PostgreSQL
instance for solutions to common and not-so-common problems Perform database
migration from MySQL and Oracle to PostgreSQL with ease Who this book is for
This book is for data and database professionals wanting to implement advanced
functionalities and master complex administrative tasks with PostgreSQL 11. Prior
experience of database administration with PostgreSQL database will aid in
understanding the concepts covered in this book.

SQL Injection Attacks and Defense
It is three years after the events of Uncharted 3 and Nathan Drake, the world's
most famous hunter of treasure, has hung up his boots and left that work behind
him. However, the sudden appearance of his brother, Samuel Drake, has made
that calling for adventure come back in full force, as he needs Nathan's help to
save his own life. They are on the hunt for Captain Henry Avery's long-lost
treasure, bringing them to many exotic locations wrought with danger, in another
exciting entry in the Uncharted franchise. The guide includes: - A complete and
detailed walkthrough of the main story. - Locations for all of the game's
collectibles. - Comprehensive guide to get every single trophy.
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Agile Web Development with Rails 6
Master PostgreSQL 12 features such as advanced indexing, high availability,
monitoring, and much more to efficiently manage and maintain your database Key
Features Grasp advanced PostgreSQL 12 concepts with real-world examples and
sample datasets Explore query parallelism, data replication, database
administration, and more Extend PostgreSQL functionalities to suit your
organization’s needs with minimal effort Book Description Thanks to its reliability,
robustness, and high performance, PostgreSQL has become the most advanced
open source database on the market. This third edition of Mastering PostgreSQL
helps you build dynamic database solutions for enterprise applications using the
latest release of PostgreSQL, which enables database analysts to design both
physical and technical aspects of system architecture with ease. Starting with an
introduction to the newly released features in PostgreSQL 12, this book will help
you build efficient and fault-tolerant PostgreSQL applications. You’ll thoroughly
examine the advanced features of PostgreSQL, including logical replication,
database clusters, performance tuning, monitoring, and user management. You’ll
also work with the PostgreSQL optimizer, configure PostgreSQL for high speed, and
understand how to move from Oracle to PostgreSQL. As you progress through the
chapters, you’ll cover transactions, locking, indexes, and how to optimize queries
for improved performance. Additionally, you’ll learn how to manage network
security and explore backups and replications while understanding useful
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PostgreSQL extensions to help you in optimizing the performance of large
databases. By the end of this PostgreSQL book, you’ll be able to get the most out
of your database by implementing advanced administrative tasks effortlessly.
What you will learn Understand the advanced SQL functions in PostgreSQL 12 Use
indexing features in PostgreSQL to fine-tune the performance of queries Work with
stored procedures and manage backup and recovery Master replication and
failover techniques to reduce data loss Replicate PostgreSQL database systems to
create backups and to scale your database Manage and improve the security of
your server to protect your data Troubleshoot your PostgreSQL instance for
solutions to common and not-so-common problems Who this book is for This book
is for PostgreSQL developers and administrators and database professionals who
want to implement advanced functionalities and master complex administrative
tasks with PostgreSQL 12. Prior exposure to PostgreSQL as well as familiarity with
the basics of database administration is expected.

Mastering PostgreSQL 12
Arguably the most capable of all the open source databases, PostgreSQL is an
object-relational database management system first developed in 1977 by the
University of California at Berkeley. In spite of its long history, this robust database
suffers from a lack of easy-to-use documentation. Practical PostgreSQL fills that
void with a fast-paced guide to installation, configuration, and usage. This
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comprehensive new volume shows you how to compile PostgreSQL from source,
create a database, and configure PostgreSQL to accept client-server connections. It
also covers the many advanced features, such as transactions, versioning,
replication, and referential integrity that enable developers and DBAs to use
PostgreSQL for serious business applications. The thorough introduction to
PostgreSQL's PL/pgSQL programming language explains how you can use this very
useful but under-documented feature to develop stored procedures and triggers.
The book includes a complete command reference, and database administrators
will appreciate the chapters on user management, database maintenance, and
backup & recovery. With Practical PostgreSQL, you will discover quickly why this
open source database is such a great open source alternative to proprietary
products from Oracle, IBM, and Microsoft.

Django for Professionals
Con l'esperienza fatta con la prima e la seconda edizione si è deciso di integrare il
testo con una serie di esercitazioni pratiche assistite, ricche di esempi applicativi.
Si è pensato – come si espone dettagliatamente nella parte che chiarisce le
motivazioni dell'eBook – che quando tutto ciò che si vuole fare è ottenere la
convalida dei propri file in HTML o semplicemente eseguire velocemente
operazioni di sostituzione su un testo analizzato, se si ha bisogno di raggiungere
velocemente uno scopo usando le espressioni regolari, ci si troverà divisi tra avere
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troppo poche informazioni per essere produttivi e avere troppe informazioni per
sapere da dove cominciare. Perciò si è deciso di integrare l'esposizione con una
nutrita serie di esercitazioni guidate, che espongono con criterio incrementale le
modalità di utilizzo dei vari operatori, chiarendo con esempi pratici e visivamente
immediati le modalità di funzionamento delle regex. Si spera che lo sforzo possa
aver raggiunto lo scopo.

Koneman's Testo-atlante Di Microbiologia Diagnostica
Build, deploy, and manage applications in the cloud with Heroku, one of the first
PaaS platforms to offer sophisticated hosting and development services. With this
book, you’ll learn how to use Heroku’s Cedar runtime stack, a polyglot platform
with native support for several languages and frameworks, including Ruby (Rails),
Java (Spring), Node.js, and Python (Django). Get started with the Heroku Command
Line Interface and learn day-to-day best practices for hosting your applications on
the platform. You’ll learn everything from basic concepts to advanced topics such
as Buildpacks so you can start running in the cloud right away. Use pre-baked code
examples and instances in Java and Ruby Learn about Heroku’s simple application
deployment and strong erosion resistance Understand how applications should be
built for modern day cloud hosting, using the 12-factor principle
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Manuale pratico di PostgreSQL
WARNING: This book contains pretty much every dark theme there is. Not
recommended for those with any triggers or sensitivities to violence, dubious
and/or absent consent, and deviant sexual acts.Keaton Mara ran away from a life
that had become a nightmare to live on the streets. While the location she now
calls home is a dangerous place, she is protected by an unlikely friendship.The
streets provided her with the education she could've never earned from the
prestigious university she attended. Regrettably, the term 'educated fool' becomes
a self-fulfilling prophecy. Due to meeting a man with whom she shares a
captivating chemistry with, her judgment is clouded, resulting in a fateful
decision.The consequence of trusting the prepossessing stranger results in her
being stolen away to a place unknown. Her deceptive new surroundings are just as
beautiful as the people who reside there. She discovers that it's a place where the
culture of sex without limits or morals is their religion.Keaton quickly begins to
realize that the beautiful scenery serves to hide a very dark truth. The seductive
and enigmatic man-who lured her there-desires to save her soul. His intentions are
sinister, because saving her soul is synonymous with breaking her.Because Keaton
believes her soul was brutally stolen from her many years ago, she thinks he can't
save (or destroy) something she no longer has.Shewaswrong.
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SAS 9.3 Intelligence Platform
Written in the cookbook style, this book offers learning and techniques through
recipes. It contains step-by-step instructions for administrators and developers to
manage databases in PostgreSQL. The book is designed in such a way that you can
read it chapter by chapter or refer to recipes in no particular order. This book is for
Sysadmins, Database Administrators, Architects, Developers, and anyone with an
interest in planning for or running live production databases. The book assumes
that you are familiar with the basic operation of PostgreSQL.

Python GUI Programming with Tkinter
A no-nonsense introduction to software design using the Python programming
language. Written for people with no programming experience, this book starts
with the most basic concepts and gradually adds new material. Some of the ideas
students find most challenging, like recursion and object-oriented programming,
are divided into a sequence of smaller steps and introduced over the course of
several chapters. The focus is on the programming process, with special emphasis
on debugging. The book includes a wide range of exercises, from short examples
to substantial projects, so that students have ample opportunity to practise each
new concept. Exercise solutions and code examples are available from
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thinkpython.com, along with Swampy, a suite of Python programs that is used in
some of the exercises.

Uncharted 4: A Thief's End - Strategy Guide
Find out how to create visually stunning and feature-rich applications by
empowering Python's built-in Tkinter GUI toolkit Key Features Explore Tkinter's
powerful features to easily design and customize your GUI application Learn the
basics of 2D and 3D animation in GUI applications. Learn to integrate stunning
Data Visualizations using Tkinter Canvas and Matplotlib. Book Description Tkinter is
a lightweight, portable, and easy-to-use graphical toolkit available in the Python
Standard Library, widely used to build Python GUIs due to its simplicity and
availability. This book teaches you to design and build graphical user interfaces
that are functional, appealing, and user-friendly using the powerful combination of
Python and Tkinter. After being introduced to Tkinter, you will be guided step-bystep through the application development process. Over the course of the book,
your application will evolve from a simple data-entry form to a complex data
management and visualization tool while maintaining a clean and robust design. In
addition to building the GUI, you'll learn how to connect to external databases and
network resources, test your code to avoid errors, and maximize performance
using asynchronous programming. You'll make the most of Tkinter's cross-platform
availability by learning how to maintain compatibility, mimic platform-native look
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and feel, and build executables for deployment across popular computing
platforms. By the end of this book, you will have the skills and confidence to design
and build powerful high-end GUI applications to solve real-world problems. What
you will learn Implement the tools provided by Tkinter to design beautiful GUIs
Discover cross-platform development through minor customizations in your
existing application Visualize graphs in real time as data comes in using Tkinter's
animation capabilities Use PostgreSQL authentication to ensure data security for
your application Write unit tests to avoid regressions when updating code Who this
book is for This book will appeal to developers and programmers who would like to
build GUI-based applications. Knowledge of Python is a prerequisite.

Python API Development Fundamentals
Through example-driven recipes, with plenty of code, focused on the most vital
features of the latest PostgreSQL version (9.4), both administrators and developers
will follow short, specific guides to understand and leverage useful Postgre
functionalities to create better and more efficient databases.

Hands-On Oracle Database 10g Express Edition for Windows
Essential reading to understand patterns for parallel programming Software
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patterns have revolutionized the way we think about how software is designed,
built, and documented, and the design of parallel software requires you to consider
other particular design aspects and special skills. From clusters to supercomputers,
success heavily depends on the design skills of software developers. Patterns for
Parallel Software Design presents a pattern-oriented software architecture
approach to parallel software design. This approach is not a design method in the
classic sense, but a new way of managing and exploiting existing design
knowledge for designing parallel programs. Moreover, such approaches enhance
not only build-time properties of parallel systems, but also, and particularly, their
run-time properties. Features known solutions in concurrent and distributed
programming, applied to the development of parallel programs Provides
architectural patterns that describe how to divide an algorithm and/or data to find
a suitable partition and link it with a programming structure that allows for such a
division Presents an architectural point of view and explains the development of
parallel software Patterns for Parallel Software Design will give you the skills you
need to develop parallel software.

Mastering PostgreSQL 11
This practical guide leads you through numerous aspects of working with
PostgreSQL. Step by step examples allow you to easily set up and extend
PostgreSQL. "PostgreSQL Server Programming" is for moderate to advanced
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PostgreSQL database professionals. To get the best understanding of this book,
you should have general experience in writing SQL, a basic idea of query tuning,
and some coding experience in a language of your choice.

PostgreSQL 9 Administration Cookbook Lite: Configuration,
Monitoring and Maintenance
The fastest way to get up and running on Oracle Database XE Take full advantage
of all the powerful features available in Oracle Database 10g Express Edition with
help from this easy-to-follow Oracle Press guide. Hands-On Oracle Database 10g
Express Edition for Windows shows you, step by step, how to set up, administer,
tune, troubleshoot, and secure a robust database system. You will also learn to use
PL/SQL and Oracle Application Express to build custom database applications. Get
started today with the Oracle database that's free to develop, deploy, and
distribute.

Ruby per applicazioni web
Create web services that are lightweight, maintainable, scalable, and secure using
the best tools and techniques designed for Python About This Book Develop
RESTful Web Services using the most popular frameworks in Python Configure and
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fine-tune your APIs using the best tools and techniques available This practical
guide will help you to implement complete REST-based APIs from scratch Who This
Book Is For This book is for web developers who have working knowledge of Python
and would like to build amazing web services by taking advantage of the various
frameworks of Python. You should have some knowledge of RESTful APIs. What You
Will Learn Develop complex RESTful APIs from scratch with Python combined with
and without data sources Choose the most appropriate (micro) framework based
on the specific requirements of a RESTful API / web service Debug, test, and profile
RESTful APIs with each of the frameworks Develop a complex RESTful API that
interacts with a PostgreSQL database Add authentication and permissions to a
RESTful API built in each of the frameworks Map URL patterns to request handlers
and check how the API works Profile an existing API and refactor it to take
advantage of asynchronous code In Detail Python is the language of choice for
millions of developers worldwide, due to its gentle learning curve as well as its vast
applications in day-to-day programming. It serves the purpose of building great
web services in the RESTful architecture. This book will show you the best tools you
can use to build your own web services. Learn how to develop RESTful APIs using
the popular Python frameworks and all the necessary stacks with Python, Django,
Flask, and Tornado, combined with related libraries and tools. We will dive deep
into each of these frameworks to build various web services, and will provide use
cases and best practices on when to use a particular framework to get the best
results. We will show you everything required to successfully develop RESTful APIs
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with the four frameworks such as request handling, URL mapping, serialization,
validation, authentication, authorization, versioning, ORMs, databases, custom
code for models and views, and asynchronous callbacks. At the end of each
framework, we will add authentication and security to the RESTful APIs and prepare
tests for it. By the end of the book, you will have a deep understanding of the
stacks needed to build RESTful web services. Style and approach The book takes a
straightforward approach, not spending time getting you started with RESTful APIs
and web services. It will give you the best use cases for each framework to build
great web services in Python.
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